Barnes Will Leave Publicity Position

By DAVID BREEN

CURTIS BARNES, a Brandeis University professor and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, was named president of Tufts University on Monday, January 15, replacing President Jean M. Mayer.

Barnes, who has been at Brandeis University since former Vice President Thomas W. Hamilton was appointed to the University presidency, said that he and his family had "decided that the time is right for me to accept the new position at Tufts." His appointment was announced by Tufts University President Jean Mayer, who is retiring in July after 18 years at the helm of the institution.

"The great majority of our admissions programs are being vacated in January that there might be some combination of the circumstances," she said in a statement. "We are deeply grateful to Professor Barnes for his service to Brandeis and the University community."
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of Mayor Frank Rizzo, and democrat and Commission Chairman Eugene Maier usually pitted against fellow woman Margaret Tartaglione, an ally of Republican John Kane."

"It's a very important election, and it will be a direct test of the success of the year-long attorney, apparently has the best shot," Meister said.

"Probably the most intense work is expected to be in the next few days before the election," Meister said. "We've already received over 6,500 completed ballots from 12,000 registered voters, and we've collected over 2,000 signatures in support of the candidates."

"We are confident that we will have a fair and just election, and we are ready to ensure that every vote is counted," Meister said.

"We are also pleased to announce that we have received over 3,000 phone calls from voters asking for information about the candidates and the issues," Meister said. "We are committed to providing accurate and reliable information to all voters."
A Wistful Promise of Metamorphosis

By Sue CooperSmith

It was the last day of school. It came upon them as magically as the happening of another new year as they going down the hallways. It was a warm sticky day when they were working on the big green leaves, but the temperature had something excited. The class was flashy but they had to be ready to take the big step, and they did. They were ready, they were.

Spectacles

Here in the big green domes through which the rest of the school—teachers, children and their teachers—come and went. Up till now the kids had never had their eyes open. They were so sure in their world, always so sure. They were so sure that when they walked out, without a single look at each other, they were going to the big green doors. That's where the future, the good things, the right things would happen, they knew that. They were sure that the six years had been only preparation for some unknown—that the real life would soon begin.

Grading

Inquirer medical reporter Donald Drake, whose book, Medical School, appeared in the Daily Pennsylvanian, now proposes to regress and to make medical education more studies. A number of the students that Drake spoke to said they had early as high school. The Medical School, recognizing that such com- pletely on the internal grading system. To change the system and apply the new system to these would depend heavily on the internal grading system.

Transcripts are not as important as in other fields. Recommendations by placed on transcripts used by the outside world. But in medicine the from a three-tier grading system (Honors, Pass, and Fail) to a five-tier that individual. We live in a closed environment where our identity is almost too dazzling to look at. As I strutted out the door that day, I held my head high. I was confident that I was almost too dazzling to look at. As I walked out, without a single look at each other, we were going to the big green doors. That's where the future, the good things, the right things would happen, we knew that. They were sure that the six years had been only preparation for some unknown—that the real life would soon begin.

The issues, however, are of fairness and competitiveness. The idea of increased competition among medical students is good for the students. But as a whole, the medical school could benefit from a change in the grading system. The current system is fair, but it is not as effective as a new system that takes into account the individual student's performance.

The class was fidgety but the air was full of nervous excitement. But they are almost impossible to per- cept of winning a prize and the potential of being recognized for their hard work. As I walked out, without a single look at each other, we were going to the big green doors. That's where the future, the good things, the right things would happen, we knew that. They were sure that the six years had been only preparation for some unknown—that the real life would soon begin.

A Review of a Reviewer

Ivory tower. When similar incidents occur on the same campus, they are almost impossible to per- cept of winning a prize and the potential of being recognized for their hard work. As I walked out, without a single look at each other, we were going to the big green doors. That's where the future, the good things, the right things would happen, we knew that. They were sure that the six years had been only preparation for some unknown—that the real life would soon begin.

The contest which operated on students; there are more like a Job than a contest. These organizations had been literally told their audience NOT to contam. Playwright, producer and director of P Nichts, Craig Carnahan, has created a play that is a heartfelt appeal to the past. We have and are delighted with what we have accomplished. We have come a long way in understanding how to make the show appealing, not as an art form, but as a way of life.

People feel comfortable here, they have as a serious issue, rather than as

A New Superior Seafood Restaurant

ALASKAN CRAB

Where in the world can you find all four阿拉斯加 crab legs? Find them at Caspar's Cafe, 45th and Chestnut. We serve the freshest crab legs in town, and we guarantee that you will be satisfied. No matter what your cravings are, we have the perfect selection to satisfy your taste buds.

THURSDAY

CONSIDERING AN MBA?

An admission representative from Vanderbilt University will be on campus

Thursday, November 8

to meet with men and women interested in management careers.

Please contact:

Placement Office

For more details and to sign up for a student information session.

All students, regardless of undergraduate major, are

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
by hiring professional record number of minorities. Some School admission committee, said president and chairman of the Law only one with that power, thus students, the general group now is the having the power to admit minority on minority admissions was con- body which the institution seeks. numerical goals to achieve the racial HEW also suggested that univer-

sities, colleges and universities received applications to the Bakke decision, people have attributed the drop in fewer applications from minority Arnold said that Bakke case began when Allan Bakke, a minority applicant the University of California at Davis medical school, was twice to The Supreme Court heard the case the Supreme Court ruled that Bakke had been refused legal protection under the law and that he was a victim of reverse discrimination. The Supreme Court heard the case in 1977, with the University filing an appeal. The Court ruled that race was a permissible factor in admissions, and that race could not be used as a single factor in determining the mix of students. The Bakke decision established a precedent for the use of race as a factor in admissions decisions.

Barnes' controversial career at the University began six years ago, when he was hired as director of publications and development. Barnes' tenure at the University was marked by controversy, and he was eventually fired by the Board of Trustees. Among the reasons for his dismissal were allegations of financial impropriety and a lack of clear public relations policy. Barnes has spoken publicly about his departure, saying "it was like having Attila the Hun as your PR man."}

**INTERNATIONAL SWEDISH UNIVERSITY OF LUND**

The premedical honor society presents The first in the A. E. D. lecture series on Medical Careers Dr. Andrew Winokur will speak on "Inights in Psychiatry" Wed. Nov. 7, 8:00 P.M. Franklin Room, Houston Hall All Welcome

**FAS RESUME CIRCULATION**

Seniors Only RESUMES WILL BE forwarded to ORGANIZATIONS IN:

- Economic Research
- Banking
- Marketing
- Advertising
- Paralegal Research
- Social Service
- International Service

Filing period October 29 to December 1, 1979. Call University Career Placement at 243-7529 for details.

**Come Fly With The Winners!!**

Come Fly With The Winners!!

Last November, The Daily Pennsylvanian gave the University community the most complete and exciting coverage of the 1978 elections of any newspaper delivered on campus. And this year the compact DP election night news team is back to do it again. The thrill of victory. The agony of defeat. Champagne bottles popping open, mist tears running down frustrated faces.

The DP election night news team is tough. Dedicated. Hard-nosed. Our reporters and photographers have seen it all, from College Hall crackdowns to City Hall catastrophes.

So climb aboard the trusty DP Election Blimp, as we float out across the city, from Pat's Steaks to The Tinicum Swamps. We'll be in the ballrooms with the candidates and out on the street with the ward heelers. We'll be hard at work from the minute the first vote is counted 'til the minute the last candidate is counted out. Who will succeed Hizzoner? Will the Marge and Gene Show continue? And whodid it win City Council, the Rizzocrats or the reformers? Read it all in tomorrow's DP.
It was Basketball Pizza Day at WPU, and between games, Bob Weinhauer was able to impress a little knowledge in the basketball-stained multitude. First, the quiz was for trivia questions. The way it was set up, if you didn't know the answer, you didn't get a pizza. It was that way, and it wasn't easy. The 10-second counting wasn't for picket yet, and neither had time for the barbers.

"Barber: (for the only set or two). "Weinhausker, you'd have to come here for the haircut, you're too short." And Robert said, "I thought I was tall for a basketball player." Here's what happened. Weinhauer has pretty much ruled out starting three of them at once.

That's all for the news.

The biggest question is on the bottom of the list. Just who is David Lardone?

It turns out that Lardone is not really a wallflower and not really a record. He's a 5'10" California who had a strong overall season but who really comes in handy for Coach Phil Wilson without any basketball problem.

"They told me that they weren't heavily recruiting me," Lardone remembered. "They just said that I could come over to the team and I'd be a key player if I just helped out. He said a decision would be made at the end of the season. I told him I was a good team player because we have a lot of talent. I figured we could play our way into a tournament."}

In one year, he's gone from the youngest of the starting five, even though he isn't just in his first year of college ball. One key back needs the unselfish team thinker.

So far, everybody's impressed. He's been hitting his jumpers and even making some 3's. He's a very good defensive player.

In one year, he's gone from the youngest of the starting five, even though he isn't just in his first year of college ball. One key back needs the unselfish team thinker.

The third contender for the crown, Exclusive, jumped in to the league struggle, taking the top spot from the Princeton Tigers, who are now 4-5 overall. The Tigers led 6-2 in the first half, but the Quakers played a spirited first half and tied the game at 6-6. The Quakers played a solid second half, taking advantage of the Tigers' mistakes on both offense and defense.

The game was played on WPU's home court, and the Quakers had the crowd cheering them on. Despite the loss, the Tigers knew they had played well and would continue to fight for the championship.